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Time Session Speaker 
8:45 am Welcome from ESRA Chairman Dan Puterbaugh | Adobe 
9:00 am Membership Committee  - 2017 Activities Steve Bisbee | eOriginal, Inc. 
9:15 am Summer Member Meeting & Membership Dues Lucy Kucmierz | IMI 
9:30 am eSignRecords2017 Michael Laurie | eSignLive 

9:45 am Legal Update & Regulatory Review Margo Tank | BuckleySandler LLP 
David Whittaker | BuckleySandler LLP 

10:15 am BREAK 
10:30 am ESRA Standards for eSignatures & Records Bill Brice | Alpha Trust 
11:00 am Public Policy Update Ken Moyle | K6 Partners 

12:00 pm LUNCH 
1:00 pm Understanding Blockchain Margo Tank  | BuckleySandler LLP 

David Whittaker | BuckleySandler LLP 
Dan Puterbaugh | Adobe 

2:00 pm Workshop: public policy priorities 2017 Ken Moyle | K6 Partners 
3:00 pm BREAK 
3:15 pm Workshop: Remote notary policy Ken Moyle | K6 Partners 

4:00 pm ADJOURN 
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ESRA Standards for eSignatures & Records 
 
Bill Brice, AlphaTrust 



ESRA Standards for      
 eSignatures & Records 

The ESRA Standards process exists to define standards 
for electronically signed records so that relying parties 
may have a high level of confidence in those records, 
encouraging further adoption and use of eSigned records.  
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Committee Roles and Membership 
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Drafter Reviewer Advisor 

Bill Brice, AlphaTrust John Levy, IMM Rahim Kaba, eSignLive 

Pem Guerry, Signix Tom Rauscher, Topaz Systems Matt Kallman, Compliance Systems 

Michael Chodos, Notarize Tom Smedinghoff, Locke Lord 

Harry Gardner, Docutech Marc Aronson, PAN 

Whitney Bouck, HelloSign 

Mark Ladd, Simplifile 

Nish Shah, IMM 

Grady McNett, Prestige Financial 

Teresa Garcia, Wells Fargo 

Raj Penugonda, Freddie Mac 
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Project Timeline 

• February    Drafting Work Begins 
• April     First Review Cycle 
• May     Second Drafting Cycle 
• June     Second Review Cycle 
• July     Third Drafting/Review 
• Summer ESRA Meeting  Presentation 
• September    Final Drafting/Review 
• October     Board Approval 
• November ESRA    Conference Presentation 
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ESRA Standards Topics 
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ESRA Standards Topics continued 
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ESRA Standards Topics continued 
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ESRA Standards Topics continued 
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Public Policy Update 
 
Ken Moyle, ESRA 



Policy principles 
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Current initiatives 
• Paul Flores California e-recording barriers 

• Paul Flores California UETA non-conforming 
exceptions 

• Melanie Feliciano eClosing and eMortgage 

• Ann Gunning/Curt Moy eOdometer (part of eTitling) 

• Marc Aronson/Donna Leaman eNotary adoption 

• Jeff Knott SSA-89 prohibition of e-signature 

• Ken Moyle White paper on consumer benefits 
of electronic statements 

• Michael Chodos ESRA Day in DC 
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Inactive  
• Technology neutral and vendor neutral ePOA solutions must be offered that are financially viable for states to adopt. States 
participating in pilot programs and becoming familiar with ePOA is an important precursor for eOdodmeter. Vehicle title ePOA 

• Phase 1:  FHLB influencers and decision makers understand the value of eSignatures and express their support for 
developing a new policy to define their for support and acceptance.  

• Phase 2:  FHLBs actually develop and release said policy 
Federal Home Loan Banks 

• Drive a single, clear policy across all 12 Federal Reserve Banks, accepting pledges of electronically signed credit 
agreements under conditions that are transparent and reasonable.   Federal Reserve Banks 

• Rewrite guidance to relax the audit standards and clarify acceptable attribution and authentication models. FHA lender rules 

• We want SBA to continue to accept electronic signatures, but they need to change their guidance so as not to impose 
unnecessarily burdensome authentication requirements on lenders and consumers. SBA authentication 

• Create will to avoid replacing a nonconforming statute with another nonconforming statue.  Neutralize power of cyberspace 
committee chair to drive the agenda of the business law section, which has the ultimate influence over the judiciary 
committee's recommendations on proposed legislation. Washington e-signature law 
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Recently introduced 

• Ken Friedman 
• Enactment of legislation enabling the electronic execution of wills, to 

the extent such legislation is consistent with ESRA principles. 

Electronic will 
legislation 
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New issues 
• Promote a set of principles that should guide notary law and policy regarding 

remote notarial acts; influencers and decision-makers would use these principles in 
developing rules or laws. 

Remote notary 

• Awareness among Members and staff of federal laws already in place, including 
ESIGN. Solidify general understanding and acceptance of ESRA principles. Blockchain legislation 

• Inform key influencers of the existence and value of 3rd party-initiated electronic 
signatures and records. Seek broader allowance for electronic means of signing 
and storing forms, short of specifying procedures for every form individually. 

IRS policy on electronic 
authentication & signature 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Remote notary: ESRA has established its support for electronically enabled notarial acts, and it has promoted adoption of new technological means of performing the notarial function, as long as such means are aligned with ESRA's policy principles. The issue of physical presence in the performance of a notarial act has become a pivotal question, and many states are considering new legislation to either explicitly permit -- ore explicitly prohibit -- a notary public to witness a signature from a remote location. While states like Virginia and Nevada have already enacted laws to permit so-called remote notary, others have expressed opposition and have even refused to acknowledge the validity of such acts. Bills and model legislation have been introduced that are not uniform in their definitions of personal presence or their interpretations of current model e-commerce statutes such as UETA, URPERA and RULONA. Some organizations are seeking a rapid adoption of their model laws, while the uniform law commission is considering developing its own draft, which would take 1-2 years to produce.Blockchain legislationIn July 2016, the US House of Representatives passed a non-binding resolution calling for a national technology innovation policy that includes supportive language for digital currencies and blockchain technology. The resolution calls on the US government to craft a national policy for technology, with specific mentions for digital currencies and blockchain. On Feb. 9, 2017, Rep. Jared Polis (D-Colo.) and David Schweikert (R-Ariz.) announced the launch of the Congressional Blockchain Caucus. The bipartisan Caucus will be dedicated to the advancement of sound public policy toward blockchain-based technologies and digital currencies. The Congressional Blockchain Caucus will seek to educate, engage, and provide research to help policymakers implement smart regulatory approaches to the issues raised by blockchain-based technologies and networks. IRS Policy - In December 2016 the IRS Chief Counsel released Advice 201650019, which ruled on the issue of whether electronic signatures could be used on Form 2878 - Power of Attorney. In recommending that electronic signatures should not be accepted on the form, the chief counsel further recommended that "an electronic signature should only be accepted by the Service when there are published guidance or IRM provisions that specifically authorize use of an electronic signature for the specific form involved." While the advice states that it remains a business decision whether to accept use of electronic signatures on any specific form," it recommends that "[i]n those cases dealing with high-risk documents, taxpayers should either be required to sign by non-electronic means or the Service should institute heightened authentication, security procedures, and electronic signing processes to protect the Service against the risk of disavowal by the taxpayer."  In the meantime, work on Revenue Procedure governing electronic signatures has been underway for some time, but the subject matter now falls under Identity Assurance, a directorship that was formed in response to a GAO directive last year. While the draft Rev. Proc. has not been released for public comment, there is a high likelihood that it will call for 100% IRS oversight of electronic signatures on all forms, possibly threatening transaction workflows that do not currently include the IRS as a direct participant. Urgency note: A revenue procedure has already been drafted and circulated internally for review. While it has not been released for public comment, it is likely that the Chief Counsel relied upon it in drafting CCA-201650019. Release of this draft is a compelling event, should ESRA seek to influence its content prior to such release.



Today’s workshops 
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Issue prioritization exercise 
• Review survey results 

www.surveymonkey.com/r/ESRA2017 
• Reprioritize 
• Assign resources/hours 

 
Remote notary policy development 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ESRA2017
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Understanding Blockchain, Digital Identity and Smart Contracts 
 

Margo Tank, Buckley Sandler LLP 
David Whitaker, Buckley Sandler LLP 
Dan Puterbaugh, Adobe 
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/s/ john hancock 



Bitcoin 
 To understand Blockchain, you need to understand Bitcoin. 

 
 Bitcoin is a cryptographic currency 

 
 Bitcoins are created in a process called "mining," which 

involves users attempting to figure out a complex 
mathematical solution related to the current number of 
Bitcoins. 
 

 Bitcoin is a currency that is not tied to any national bank 
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Blockchain 
• Blockchain is a bitcoin transaction ledger which is shared 

among nodes of a distributed network 
 

• Its utility is in being an immutable database stored securely 
and transparently yet not controlled by any single entity. 
 

• The digital ledger of transactions is shared among a 
distributed network of computers 
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Blockchain  (continued) 
• Each copy of the ledger has the ability to correct every 

other copy of the ledger making it hard to hack since 
alteration of one ledger causes all unhacked ledgers to 
automatically identify and correct errors. 
 

• The initial uses for blockchain are currency and payment 
verification. 
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Blockchain Today 
• Different Types: Public vs. Private vs. Moderated 

 
• Whitepapers pointing toward need for single standard 

 
• Hyperledger (one blockchain to rule them all) 

 
• MSFT delivering Bletchley on Azure 

 
• Some insist the time is now… 

 
• Just as many insist that practical applications are 18-24 

months away… or longer. 
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Blockchain and Identity 
• A  blockchain can contain any type of data 
• Identities can be stored on a public blockchain.   
• Would not be subject to a single breach failure.  (No more credit card 

replacements) 
• Not dependent on or tied to a single government entity.   
• Autonomous, remote, secure authentication. 
• The Editable ID Wallet 

• The bartender doesn’t need to know your home address. 
• The retail cashier doesn’t need to know your weight. 
• The police don’t need to know you’re an organ donor.  
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Blockchain and Smart Contracts 

• Blockchain as a decentralized transaction database 
• Benefits  
• Challenges 

• Smart Contracts 
• Defined 
• Differentiated from blockchain 
• Categories 
• Challenges 
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Blockchain and Smart Contracts 
• Treatment under eCommerce Laws 

• UETA 
• ESIGN 
• The Outliers 
• Case Law (Surprise!  There is some!) 

• Smart Contracts and the Blockchain 
• How the two can work together 
• Case study – the future of MERS 
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Workshop: Policy 
Priorities 
Ken Moyle, ESRA 



Survey results 
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A 



Resource allocation 
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5 Hours 20 Hours 10 Hours 5 Hours 5 Hours 5 Hours 5 Hours 

10 Hours 

Your Name Your Name Your Name Your Name 
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Workshop: Remote Notary 
Policy 
Ken Moyle, ESRA 



Remote notary 
• Current ESRA eNotary policy 

• Uniform treatment, enabled by UETA 
• Technology neutrality, open to further electronic enablement 

• Specific remote notary issues 
• Interstate recognition 
• Multiple proposed legal models 
• Speed vs. consensus 
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